CULTURAL STUDIES

ON JAMESON
From Postmodernism to Globalization
Caren Irr and Ian Buchanan, editors

Offers an interrogation of Jameson’s critical legacy.

One of the leading figures in the debate over postmodernism in the 1980s and 1990s, Fredric Jameson is regarded as the most important Marxist theoretician and cultural critic writing in America today. Although Jameson’s significance as a global intellectual has been widely recognized for some time, none of the literature covers the full range of his work. This timely collection reflects on Jameson’s entire body of work and demonstrates its potential to shape the emerging field of globalization studies. Experts in literary theory, Slavic studies, film criticism, and Biblical studies explore the significance of Jameson’s work for their diverse fields. The contributors treat Jameson’s work as a complicated and interconnected whole, and deal with many topics, including his influence in China and Russia, his interests in second- and third-world cinema and literature, and his lifelong passion for science fiction. As On Jameson reveals, integrating these concerns is Jameson’s project of producing a critical theory of contemporary global cultures.

Caren Irr is Associate Professor of English and American Literature at Brandeis University. She is the coeditor (with Jeffrey T. Nealon) of Rethinking the Frankfurt School: Alternative Legacies of Cultural Critique, also published by SUNY Press, and the author of The Suburb of Dissent: Cultural Politics in the U.S. and Canada during the 1930s. Ian Buchanan is Professor of Communication and Cultural Studies at Charles Darwin University. He is the author of Deleuzism: A Metacommentary and Michel de Certeau: Cultural Theorist.
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THE LANGUAGE OF THE EYES
Science, Sexuality, and Female Vision in English Literature and Culture, 1690–1927
Daryl Ogden

Recovers a dynamic women’s tradition of vision and sexuality, challenging Darwinian and Freudian accounts of women as nonvisual sexual agents.

While Darwinian and Freudian theories of vision and sexuality have represented women as lacking visual agency, Daryl Ogden’s The Language of the Eyes argues that “the gaze” is not merely a masculine phenomenon, and that women have powerfully desiring eyes as well. Ogden offers a comprehensive cultural history of female visibility in England by analyzing scientific writings, conduct books, illustrated periodicals, poetry, painting, and novels, and he makes important and hitherto unrecognized connections between literary history, cultural studies, and science studies. In so doing, Ogden accomplishes what numerous feminist critics—especially film theorists—have not: the recovery of the modern female spectator from historical obscurity.

“This is a remarkable book, full of fresh and important insights. Ogden’s perspective offers a new way of thinking about how attitudes toward women—whether among men or women—were shaped by a very narrow grammar that ruled ‘the language of the eyes.’” — Alan Rauch, author of Useful Knowledge: The Victorians, Morality, and the March of Intellect

Daryl Ogden is Executive Director of Project GRAD Roosevelt in Long Island, New York.
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